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OUR STORY
A rise to global success
Penn Elcom is a leading global manufacturer of flight case
components and has been a trusted name in the pro audio
industry since 1974. With more than 45 years of
manufacturing experience, our brand is now renowned as
drivers of innovation in the industry.
With revenues of over $80M a year, we have grown from
strength to strength and operate factories in Europe, North
America and China as well as a global distribution network.
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CONSUMER
PROBLEM
Case latches are one of the most crucial elements of a
professional flight, road or ATA case - responsible not only
for fully securing the contents but lid accessibility and
operation as well. As a result, durability is of the utmost
importance however latches are commonly prone to
breaking under the many impacts and stress they're
routinely subjected to.
Event professionals will operate a latch hundreds and
thousands of times during the life of a case, often in harsh
environment conditions or where accessibility, lighting
and time pressures are a constant challenge. Inadequate
latches require the user to hold the case steady while
simultaneously operating it, costing time and effort.
Therefore, the design and quality of the case latch is
paramount for technicians who need the best every day.
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CONSUMER
SOLUTION
Over 25 years of latch evolution: SMOL3®
We've packed all of the technology from our larger MOL3
latch into a new medium-sized model, providing industry
professionals with a high-tech solution designed and built
just for them.
This is a latch that stands out from the crowd thanks to an
automatic catch mechanism which enables single-handed
operation. Simply turn the key and the latch extends to
engage effortlessly. Twist the key back and the latch
disengages, staying in place without dropping down so it's
ready to lock again. With the SMOL3 system, there's no
longer a need to hold the case from rolling away while you
lock it or keep the lid down to fasten more easily.
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CONSUMER
SOLUTION
Effortless operation isn't the only amazing feature though,
we've packed a lot into a small space. The low profile
mechanism sits almost completely within the 14mm (1/2")
slimline dish, making it significantly safer from knocks and
risk of damage. The recessed design delivers unrivalled
durability and protection from everything from impacts to
corrosion from harsh conditions.
And it's tough - we've stamped our name on every MOL
since 1995 so casebuilders can trust the quality of each
piece. Crafted from high-grade steel and coated in our
instantly recognisable PennBrite™ our latches are built to
last a lifetime.
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THE
PRODUCT
It's automatic latch action both secures and
releases the catch with just a turn of the key and
requires absolutely no additional support. This
means the ingenious design's single-handed
operation guarantees a perfect action every time
with no extra effort - even in the dark. The SMOL3
eliminates the need to support the case or hold
the lid down. No more holding a cumbersome
catch in place as needed on other latches.
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PRODUCT
FEATURES

The benefits of this feature truly become apparent after a
long event with many cases that must be packed and
unpacked repeatedly: half the effort required means half
the time taken. If needed, the auto mechanism can also
be overridden by manual operation as well, a feature not
available with other brand latches.
Naturally our latch offers an extraordinarily robust
manufacture, made only from high quality steel with our
signature PennBrite™ finish to create a hard-wearing and
attractive model. The integral components are UKdesigned with years of experience behind each piece we
make so the action is guaranteed to work perfectly from
the first time it's fitted.
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PRODUCT
FEATURES

The recessed dish and low level T-cam mechanism
placement make for a flusher profile than ever before
with protrusion of just 3mm outside the 14mm dish even
in an open position. This means the latch is highly
protected against impact damage and contact with users
will not cause harm. Even better, cases can be stacked
closer and more safely thanks to the streamlined shape.
The SMOL3 is available in two depths, 14mm (1/2") and
10mm (3/8") to accommodate all type of wood panels.
Choose optional 22mm (7/8") and 27mm (1 1/16")
offsets for flush and clean looking installations over
extrusions. Models with bottom half offsets only allow a
clean install on lid and base extrusions.
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PRODUCT
FEATURES

• Low-Level T-Cam latch mechanism
• Dish Width: 102mm / 4”
• Dish Height: 105.5mm / 4.15”
• Dish Depth: 14mm / 1/2” or 10mm / 3/8”

Low-Level T-Cam Latch Mechanism

• Offset Options:
- No Offset (plain)
- 22mm / 7/8” Offset
- 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset
- 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset on Bottom Half Only
• Finish: PennBrite™

• Material: 1.2mm / 18 gauge steel
• Weight:
- 10mm Deep = 0.206kg / 0.45lb
- 14mm Deep = 0.216kg / 0.47lb

PennBrite™ Finish

• Maximum Working Load Capacity: 140kg / 308lb
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THE SMOL3 RANGE
L905/928SMOL3

Dish Depth: 14mm / 1/2”
Offset: No Offset
Finish: PennBrite™

L905/928/10SMOL3

Dish Depth: 10mm / 3/8”
Offset: No Offset
Finish: PennBrite™

L978/928SMOL3

Dish Depth: 14mm / 1/2”
Offset: 22mm / 7/8” Offset
Finish: PennBrite™

L907/928SMOL3

Dish Depth: 14mm / 1/2”
Offset: 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset
Finish: PennBrite™

L907/928/10SMOL3

Dish Depth: 10mm / 3/8”
Offset: 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset
Finish: PennBrite™

L9075/928SMOL3

Dish Depth: 14mm / 1/2”
Offset: 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset on
Bottom Half Only
Finish: PennBrite™

L9075/928/10SMOL3

Dish Depth: 10mm / 3/8”
Offset: 27mm / 1 1/16” Offset on Bottom
Half Only
Finish: PennBrite™
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CUSTOMER &

P R O D U C T S U P P O RT
Our dedication to excellent service means 24/7 on-demand
help with support teams in the UK, US, Australia and South
America providing global coverage.
In the digital age, email and telephone service is not
enough. As a forward-thinking company, our online support
platform is increasingly valuable to customers. We provide
direct browser access to online help via our LiveChat
support, fully manned by our own teams and not an
automated bot responder.
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LOGISTICS
SUPPORT
With a wholly owned distribution network encompassing 18 locations over 6 continents, we deliver our
products anywhere in the world, fast.
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THE STRENGTH
OF OUR BRAND
With over 40 years of building customer
relationships that endure, we are the
trusted name for many key brands:
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